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Abstract  

A decomposition of a graph G is a collection  
NP  of  edge disjoint subgraphs rHHH ,,, 21   of G  

such that every edge of G belongs to exactly one .iH  If each 
iH  is a  neighborhood  prime graphs  

then 
NP   is called a neighborhood prime decomposition of G. The minimum cardinality of a 

neighborhood prime decomposition of G is called a neighborhood prime decomposition number of G 

and it is denoted by ).(GNP
 
 In addition,   If each 

iH  is a closed neighborhood prime graphs  then 

CNP  is called a closed neighborhood prime decomposition of G. In this paper, we investigate 

neighborhood prime decomposition of the W- graph ,nW  generalized butterfly graph ,nBF  regular 

caterpillar graph 1nKPm  and closed neighborhood prime decomposition of cycle butterfly graph

( )mnCB ,   and  H- graph .nH    
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1. Introduction 

A vertex u is a neighbor v in G, if uv is an edge of G. The set of all neighbors of v is denoted by );(vN  

the set N [v] = N (v) ∪ {v} is the closed neighborhood of v in G. A graph is called finite if both 

V (G) and E(G) are finite. All graphs are considered as simple, finite, connected and undirected. Prime 

labeling was introduced by Tout at al [4]. Patel and Shrimali have introduced neighborhood prime 

labeling of graphs [6]. Rajeev Gandhi has introduced prime decomposition of graphs [5]. In this sequel, 

we investigate neighborhood prime decomposition of the W- graph, generalized butterfly graph ,nBF  

regular caterpillar graph 1nKPm   and closed neighborhood prime decomposition of cycle butterfly 

graph ( )mnCB ,  and  H- graph .nH    
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Definition 1.1 Consider the two copies of the star graph .,1 nK  If the last pendant vertex in 

the first copy of 
nK ,1
 is merged with the initial pendent vertex in the second copy of .,1 nK  Then 

the resulting graph is called the W- graph Wn. 

Definition 1.2  A generalized butterfly graph 
nBF  is a double shell in which each shell has 

any n order and every shell has the same order. It has 12 +n vertices and 24 −n  edges. 

Definition 1.3  The regular caterpillar graph 1nKPm  is obtained from the path 
mP  by joining  

1nK  vertices to each vertex of the path .mP  

Definition 1.4. A cycle butterfly graph ( )mnCB ,  consists of two cycles of the same order 

n sharing a common vertex with an arbitrary number of m pendent vertices attached at the 

common vertex. 

       2. Main Results 

 

Theorem 2.1 The decomposition of  the W- graph  3, nWn    is a neighborhood  prime  graph.  

Let },)2,1({ 1,1

11

−

−= n

n

NP KSP  be a decomposition of .nW  

Let n be the positive integer and d be the decomposition number. 

Let 
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The decomposition of the W- graph nW contains a spider )2,1( 11−nSP
  

and a star .1,1 −nK
  

 This implies that   }&)2,1({ 1,1

11

−

− n

n

NP KSP   

That is | |||)2,1(|| 1,1

11

−

− + n

n

NP KSP  

Hence .2][ nNP W  

We claim that NP   is  a  neighborhood prime decomposition of  .nW    

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of )2,1( 11−nSP
  

and  .1,1 −nK   

Case (i):  Let 3),2,1( 11

1 = − nSPH n
 

Let  1210 ,,,, +nvvvv  be the vertices of  .1H  

Define a function  2,,3,2,1)(: 1 +→+ nHV   by  

1)( 0 =+ v
 

11,1)( ++=+ niivi  

Let 0v=  with deg .3)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Let nv=  with deg .2)( =   

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww  
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Thus 
+  admits neighborhood prime labeling.

 

Case (ii):  Let 3,1,12 = − nKH n  

Let   1210 ,,,, −nuuuu  be the vertices of  .2H  

Define a function  nHV ,3,2,1)(: 2 →+  by 

1)( 0 =+ u  

11,1)( −+=+ niiui
 

Let 0u=  with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
 

Thus 
+  admits neighborhood prime labeling.

 

Hence NP  is a neighborhood prime decomposition of .nW  

Therefore the decomposition of the w- graph  nW  is a neighborhood prime graph. 

Theorem 2.2 The  decomposition of the generalized butterfly graph 3, nBFn  is a  neighborhood 

prime  graph.  

Proof. 

Let  nnNP FF ,=  be a decomposition of .nBF
 

Let n be the positive integer and d be the decomposition number.
 

Then 
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The decomposition of the generalized butterfly graph nBF   contains a Fan .nF  

 This implies that   },{ nnNP FF   

That is | ||||| nnNP FF +  

Hence .2)( nNP BF
  

We claim that NP   is  a  neighborhood prime decomposition of .nBF        

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of  .nF  

 Case (i):  Let 3,1 = nFH n  

Let  nvvvv ,,,, 210  be the vertices of  .1H  

Define a function  1,,3,2,1)(: 1 +→+ nHV   by 

1)( 0 =+ v
 

niivi +=+ 1,1)(  

Let 0v=  with deg .3)(    

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww
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Let }1/{ nivi =  with deg .3)(2)( or=   

Then gcd 1})(/)({ =+  VNww  

Thus 
+  admits neighborhood prime labeling. 

Hence NP  is a neighborhood prime decomposition of .nBF   

Therefore the neighborhood prime decomposition of the generalized butterfly graph 3, nBFn  is 

neighborhood prime graph. 

Theorem 2.3  The decomposition of the regular caterpillar graph 2,3,1  nmnKPm  is a 

closed neighborhood  prime  graph.  

Proof. 

Let  )(,...,,, ,1,1,1 timesmKKKP nnnmCNP =  be a decomposition of .1nKPm  

Let m, n be the positive integers and d be the decomposition number.
 

Then 
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The decomposition of the regular caterpillar graph 1nKPm  contains a star graph nK ,1  and a 

path graph .mP   

This implies that   )}~(,...,,,{ ,1,1,1 timesmKKKP nnnmCNP    

That is | ||||| ,1 nmCNP KmP +  

Hence .1)( + mBFnCNP
  

We claim that CNP   is  a closed  neighborhood prime decomposition of .1nKPm        

Let ‘ ’ be any vertex of  nK ,1  and .mP   

 

 Case (i):  Let 2,,11 = nKH n  

Let  1321 ,,,, +nuuuu  be the vertices of  .1H  

Define a function  1,,3,2,1)(: 1 +→+ nHV   by 

1)( 1 =+ u
 

niiui +=+

+ 1,1)( 1  

Let 1u=  with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1}][/)(),({ =++  VNwwa   

Thus 
+  admits closed neighborhood prime labeling. 

Hence CNP  is a closed neighborhood prime decomposition of .1nKPm   

Therefore the closed neighborhood prime decomposition of 2,3,1  nmnKPm  is closed 

neighborhood prime graph. 
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Theorem 2.4. The decomposition of the cycle butterfly graph 3,2),,(  nmmnCB  is a 

closed neighborhood prime graph. 

Proof. 

 Let  mnnCNP KCC ,1,,=   be a decomposition of ).,( mnCB
 

Let m, n be the positive integers and d be the decomposition number.
 

Then 
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The decomposition of the cycle butterfly graph ),( mnCB  contains a cycle graph nC   

and a star graph .,1 mK   

This implies that   },,{ ,1 mnnCNP KCC   

That is | ||||2| ,,1 mnCNP KC +  

Hence .3)),(( mnCBCNP
  

We claim that CNP   is  a closed  neighborhood prime decomposition of ).,( mnCB        

Let   be any vertex of  nC  and .,1 nK  

Case(i): Let 3,1 = nCH n   

Let  nvvvv ,,,, 321  be the vertices of  .1H  

Define a function  nHV ,,3,2,1)(: 1 →+  by
 

niivi =+ 1,)(  

Let }1/{ nivi =  with deg .2)( =   

Then gcd 1}][/)(),({ =++  VNwwa   

Thus 
+  admits closed neighborhood prime labeling. 

Case(ii): Let 2,,12 = mKH m   

Let  mwwww ,,,, 210  be the vertices of  .2H  

Define a function  1,,3,2,1)(: 2 +→+ mHV   by 

,1)( 0 =+ w
 

miiwi +=+ 1,1)(  

Let 0w=  with deg .2)(    

Then gcd 1}][/)(),({ =++  VNwwa   

Thus 
+  admits closed neighborhood prime labeling. 

Hence CNP  is a closed neighborhood prime decomposition of ).,( mnCB   
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Therefore the closed neighborhood prime decomposition of 3,2),,(  nmmnCB  is a closed 

neighborhood prime graph. 

 

3. Conclusion 

In this paper , we investigate  neighborhood and closed neighborhood  prime decomposition of  some 

graphs. In future, we will investigate various types of labeling using various graphs. 
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